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PHP app that should be internationalized, where the language parts are stored in a database with code
like: class Language { public $code = 'en'; public function read($lang, $property) { // needs to look up
which string goes with this property in the database $class = 'JText'; return JText::_($class, $lang,
$property); } } I want to replace the whole thing with an HTTP handler, so when somebody goes to the
app with a GET request, it routes that request to something like: /language/en/Contact /language/fr/Info
and when somebody sends the full URL, it routes them to: /Contact /Info Is there a way to tell Apache to
make sure all requests are going to the read function? A: Yes, that is possible. This is explained in the
mod_rewrite documentation as being covered by the RewriteCond directive. What you would want in
your rewrite rule is something along the lines of: RewriteCond %{REQUEST_URI} ^/language/([az]{2})/([a-z]{2})/ RewriteRule ^(.*)$ /$1/language/en/$2 [R=301] Getting to know the candidates
Candidates for the music honors programs at Macalaster College have a new website ( ) to introduce
themselves. The new website is a continuation of the candidates’ profiles and videos that have been
posted
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